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Garza in old english

Garza is a Surname of Galicia and Basque and the Spanish word for Heron. Garza has also become part of many place names. Garza was the last name of many Sephardic Jews who settled in Monterey, Nuevo Leon, Mexico, and the name is still found in many celebrities in that state of Mexico. Other garzas settled in neighboring Kouahuila, Mexico, and Texas in the United
States. Nuevo Leon Governors Nuevo León Blas María de la Garza Falcón – Governor nuevo León (1681) Lázaro Garza Ayala – Governor Nuevo León (1869) Other people Aarón Sáenz Garza – Politician Armando Garza Sada - Multi-millionaire president of ALFA (Mexico) Eugenio Garza Lagüera (1923-2008) – Multi-millionaire former owner of the world's second largest Coca-
Cola bottler (FEMSA) Eugenio Garza Sada (1892-1973) – a multi-millionaire and philanthropist, father garza Lagura and ITESM founder Mauricio Fernandez Garza - a politician, former mayor of San Pedro Garza Garcia, in Now nominated for pan for the same office as Manuel Uribe, one of the heaviest people hector Garza - writer and poet A.J. Delagarza - guamana international
footballer a family of professional wrestlers: Angel Humberto Garza Solano (born 1992) - famously in America with the name Angel Garza (no acute accent) Hector Garza (1969–2013) - Ring name Hector Solano Segura; uncle Angel Garza and Humberto Carilo Garza Carillo (born 1995) - aka Humberto Carillo of Coahuila Aaron Sans Garza - politician Jose Maria Garza Galan - a
politician, former governor of Coahuila Mariana Garza - an actress, sister of Jima Venustiano Carranza de la Garza - Mexican President of Texas Jose Antonio de la Garza - (1776-1851?) Mayor of San Antonio, Texas (1813 and 1832), the first land-owner in San Antonio and the first man to make a coin in the state john garza (born 1955), a member of the Texas House of
Representatives, R-San Antonio Ed Garza - Mayor Former San Antonio, Texas Caitano Garza - American comic designer and illustrator Emilio M. Garza - American judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals for fifth circuit Henry Garza - guitarist and songwriter in Les Lunley Boys JoJo Garza - bass player and vocalist In Los Angeles, the lone sons of Jose Garza – a lawyer in Austin,
Texas Ringo Garza – drummer and singer at Los Lunley Boys Daniel Donnie Doom Garza – singer of skyline design group Juan Garza – an American murderer, executed under the death penalty in 2 years001 Tony Garza - Mexican-American politician, current U.S. ambassador to Mexico and husband of María Asunción Aramburuzabala, the richest woman in Mexico Reynalo J.
Garza - is the first Mexican American federal judge in the United States Mark A. Garza – Drummer for Embodyment , The Famine, &amp; Constant Seas. Others Alisha American civil rights activist known for his collaboration in the founding of Black Johns Matter Al Garza, American comic artist Daniel Garza, Mexican tennis player Jime Garza (b. 1959), Mexican-American boxer
Jima Garza (actor) (born 1954), Mexican actor Luca Garza (born 1 998), American basketballer Matt Garza, a major league baseball player for Milwaukee Brewers' Pablo Garza, american lightweight mixed martial arts fighter El Garza (born 1994), also a U.S. politician see Garza (disambiguation) last name on this people's list with the last name Garza. If an internal link intending to
refer to a specific person redirected you to this page, you may want to change that link by adding the person's given name(s) to the link. Retrieved from Definition from Wiktionary, The free dictionarySee also: Heron and héron from Middle English heron, heroun, heiron, from Anglo-Norman heiron, from Old Dutch *heigero (compare Middle Dutch heiger), from Frankish and Proto-
West Germanic *hraigrō, from Proto-Germanic *haigrô (compare Swedish häger), dissimilation of *hraigrô (compare Old häger), Dutch reiger, German Reiher), from imitative Proto-Indo-European*(s)kreik-, *(s)kreig- (to screech, creak) (compare Welsh crëyr (heron), Ancient Greek κρίζω (krízō, to creak, screech ɛɹən ˈhɛɹən). Heron (collector) long-legged bird, long-necked Wadi of
the Ardeidae family. Coordinates of terminology [edit] (Wadi bird): egret, bitter, crane, heronsew, stork translation[edit] Read more[edit] Anagrams[edit] Honner, Horne, Ron, Rhône, honer, Horn, Ron Middle English[edit] Alternative forms[edit] hayroun, heyroun , herne, heiron, heyrune, heyrone, herowne, heern Etymology[edit] From Anglo-Norman heiron, from Medieval Latin hairō,
*haigrō, from Old Dutch *heigero, from Frankish/Proto-West Germanic *hraigrō, from Proto-Germanic *haigrô, from earlier *hraigrô via dissimilation. Pronounced [edit] IPA(key): /ˈhɛːrun/, /ˈhɛːr(ý)n/, /ˈhɛi̯run/, /hɛi̯ˈruːn/noun[edit] Heron (cattle collector) Heron Gray (Ardea cinerea), or (rarely) represents it used in heraldry heron meat used as food. [edit] Descendants[edit] English:
heron, hern Scots: hern References[edit] Middle French[edit] Alternative forms[edit] Etymology[edit] From Old French heron, of Germanic origin, probably from Frankish *hraigrō. Noun[edit] heron m (plural herons) Descendants[edit] Garza is Garza. At the time it was the duty manager that he is now I doubt there is anything that can turn that edge off. Locke [src] Edin Garza was a
human woman who re-formed the Galactic Republic as a general in the Republic Army during the Great Galactic War against the Sith Empire. War, he helped find an elite special forces division of the Republic Army and helped train division soldiers. After the Kuroscott Treaty was signed, Garza was often accused of ordering covert raids on empire holdings in the galaxy.
Biography[Edit] Great Galactic Warfare[Edit] Eleyn Garza was born in 3696 BBY in the capital of the Galactic Republic of Coruscant. When the Great Galactic War with the Resurgent Sith Empire began in 3681 BBY, Garza built his identity credentials at the age of 15 to enroll in the Republic Army. He soon became a lieutenant and was awarded command of a full platoon in the
45th Infantry Division. In 3673 BBY, garza's unit was shot to death on Bowdon during the Great Galactic War, where he met Marcus Trat, the agent of the Republic's Strategic Intelligence Service, and fought a decades-long campaign to free the planet from the empire. She later married Terant, but two years later she divorced, and her second husband was a Navy captain named
Joron Taylor. Throughout his career, he received a number of praises, including the Medal of Valer, silver crescent, dedication sign and the Chancellor's Service Medal. When the resurgent Sith Empire launched a full-scale attack on the Republic, Garza served with distinction, helping to find an elite special forces division of the Republic Army. [1] However, in 3653 BBY, the
Republic and the Sith Empire signed the Coroscott Treaty, marking the official end of the conflict. [3] In the years that followed, Garza was repeatedly accused of ordering covert raids on empire holdings throughout the galaxy. [1] One of these incidents took place in Ando Prime. After being informed of the empire's attack on the world, Garza sent the devastated platoon to cut it
off. The platoon was forced to request a rescue but Garza's effort was halted by the Senate. It turned out that Garza did not have Senate confirmation for Ando Prime's first mission, and senators did not allow him to risk another war with the empire. The devastation squad managed to get home on its own, but the incident left a deep wound on its members. By 3643 BBY, during
the Cold War, Commander Aaron Thavoos led members of the devastated platoon to defect to the empire. The only member of the devastation who remained loyal to the Republic was a newly transferred sergeant who has now been promoted to lieutenant and new commander of the devastated platoon. Garza summoned the new devastation to Kuroscant to destroy the assets
of the underlying world of Tavoos on the planet before going after the villains. Garza made it clear for havoc that the mission was to be taken under complete secrecy, including failing to disclose non-Spexforce personnel. After The Havoc finally tracked down all the devastated traitors, Garza promoted the devastation company to the captaincy degree. However Garza had to cut
the devastation When they get information about a new imperial supershy, put it short under the code name of the gauntlet. He dispatched Wark to Thatoine to extract an undercover SIS agent with information when it became clear that Gauntlet could form a joint military initiative through hyperspace fire. However, Garza felt that the devastation should be brought to full strength,
and dispatched the squad to recruit two crucial new members to the mission, Tano Wake in Balmorra, and Sergeant Yun in Huth, as well as extract safecrackers in Quesh. Galactic Warfare II [Editing Source] When the devastation managed to destroy Gauntlet, Garza promoted CO to major rating. Unfortunately, their victory was not without effects. The destruction of the gauntlet
would eat the General of the Arkos Rockton Empire, which declared open hostilities against the republic. His first move was to capture a group of heads of state aligned with the republic that forced their respective planets to allow imperial forces to bypass their borders to attack republic holdings. Garza had infiltrated the havoc on the space station where the hostages were held.
Turning the tide [editing | editing source] After the devastation successfully rescued the hostages, as well as made the enemy of Rockton, Garza dispatched havoc to bolster the republic's attack, starting with the extraction of the dagger wing, the fighter wing of the republic dissuaded the prisoner in Belsavis for a botched mission that killed thousands of imperial citizens in
celebration. Regardless, Garza felt the Republic needed Wing's dagger, as its star-of-war pilots of its calibre were in short supply. Second, Havoc was dispatched to the A-77 space station to free pows. Unfortunately, it turned out to be a trap set by Rockton, though the devastation survived the collision. Ultimately, it was the planet Of Wousse, where Senator Oran was driving
thousands of Republic troops away from the war effort for fear that the Empire would attack Wons again. And just as he had the full confidence of High Chancellor Dorian Janaros, even Garza could not rule him out, so devastated was forced to destroy any vectors of imperial invasion and make the republic's overall military presence unnecessary. The devastation proceeded to
thwart Lord Torius's plan to use the stolen ZR-57 orbital attack bomb to hold Wes Ka hostage. Although the Republic had more than enough power to turn the tide of war, Garza was forced to recall the destruction squad to Kuroscant for a Senate inquiry into the platoon's activities. Meeting at Spaceport, Garza discloses that the inquiry is a dinner. It is held by Senator Grom Zian,
who is actually a paid agent for the empire. It is Rockton's intention to use loss to suspense the devastation, allowing the war to spin in his favor. Fortunately, SIS had gathered evidence proving loss relationships. Garza ordered Major to attend the hearing and give evidence, but avoid anything that could validate the loss Battle of Corellia[edit | edit source] After Zian was arrested,
Garza contacted Havoc via holo, revealing that she's transferred to Corellia, where the Empire and Republic are commiting a significant amount of forces to fighting. After an appointment on the founding republic planet, Garza introduced Major to Officer CorSec and former Spexforce, Locke and civilian captain Farris, both of whom have agreed to contribute to the war effort. Garza
told Havoc that their goal was to attack The Staten, the center of military operations in the republic that Rockton seized during the initial imperial attack. But to get there, they need a landing zone for farris's smuggling group to deploy their troops. Garza sent havoc to capture the imperial-controlled landing zone where smugglers' ships are docked. But after the havoc secured the
landing zone, Locke called the platoon to ask them to stop the empire's attack on residential areas. Garza, however, suggested that the devastation instead be diverted to take lightly guarded drop ships, but he left the overall decision to Major. Devastation chose to save civilians. The havoc was then dispatched to the Kargar Valley to rally resistance cells to retake a factory. They
then met Garza and Locke in a safe house in Pivotal Park. Garza explained that they need a safe landing area, which he chose as the Curley Starship Museum. However, a warship known as Lucky Lenzer was parked there. Garza felt better to be destroyed, though Locke refused to symbolize Corlia's legacy, instead Hawick chose to escort volunteer pilots to get the ship out of the
way. Garza gave The Mustion instructions for the devastation by having an appointment in the government area at a Doral library. First, they had to jam their communications and then obey a creeping empire tank to slip in, take out the main gate so the Safecrackers and 53 armored squad could begin the main attack. The attack went flawless and Wreaked havoc to defeat and
capture Rockton. Garza was reunited with the devastation of Kuroskant, where newly elected High Chancellor Leonine His head was there to praise the squad. To Garza's surprise, Saresh announced his intention to trade Rockton into the empire in exchange for thousands of POWs. Garza politely appealed the decision and reminded the Chancellor of the countless deaths of
Rockton in his election campaign. While they can't help the dead, the living can help, his head said. Major chose to support the decision. After concluding the meeting, Garza declared his disconfirmed. But even with this defeat, he informs Major that the war with the Empire is far from over and that the war is moving towards a loam. The Battle of Illum [Editing] Garza was part of the
War Council, which came together after The Malgos Dart was declared a new empire in Ilum. Although Admiral Numinn's fleet believed that Garza was just focusing on imperial loyalists, Garza recalled Malgos' criminality during the ouster of Kuroscott, the last day of service[editing] given the successes of the devastated national team, supreme commander Jace Malcom assigned
them to the front lines instead of the hidden SpecForce. Hoping to create an alternative to devastation, Garza assembled the Eclipse Squad, made up of six volunteers reinforced by Rakata Technology, who had been rescued from a genetic laboratory on manaan used by fluent command. Initially eclipses showed no sick side effects, until they pre-emptively massacred two
hundred people at Fort Klemark in Altair 9, their implants driving them crazy and they would think there were enemies all over them, and went rogue. Garza tracked the eclipse to Ranty in the hunt for the Psyets. He also found that the devastated platoon was also on the planet without official orders, contacting his platoon and revealing the eclipse's dibache. He requested havoc
help in luring off and terminating the eclipse squad, stating that the implants made them beyond redemption. After the act, Garza informed Wreaked that he would have to face the consequences of his actions for Fort Colmark, predicting that the Senate would most likely strip him of his uniform and put him in jail. Before separating the roads with havoc, he shared the last greeting
with Major. General Garza's personality and attributes were valid because he was ruthless. Until the Great Galactic War, human woman Edin Garza was recognized as one of the republic's most experienced army officers. He was known for his ingenuity in both military tactics and strategies, and had an almost impeccable history of operations. However, he was not beyond
controversy; Garza was known for being ruthless and uncompromising, such as when he ordered the devastated platoon to execute the victims of Crell's supposed cyborg, refusing to even stand a chance of bluffing Krell. He claims that they should be heartless and morally make questionable decisions so that the citizens of the republic are not forced. However, few doubted the
general's willingness to ensure a republic victory. Garza was married and divorced three times at this point. [1] Garza was political rivals with High Chancellor Dorian Janaros. [4] He fears politicians who repeatedly interfere in military matters and prefers to keep them as they need to know. In particular, he blames them for previous national team flaws, even though the blame was
equally on him for ordering the Ando Prime mission without their approval. Behind the scenes[editing] I can't believe it came to this. After everything we've done together, everything we've done, you betrayed the Republic at the hour of its need. Elleyn Garza was introduced on the official site ahead of the release of PC Star Wars video game: The Old Republic. He received an
entry in the biography section of the Holonet feature website, where messages written in the Senate's Aurebesh state are questionable, and Ando Prime and divorce three times. He is voiced by Kate Wyman in the game. During a collision with Garza on Rieshy in the shadow of Ravan, the player has three options to respond to Garza's actions on the eclipse squad. The light side
option is to threaten to denounce him and testify against him, in which case Garza predicts that he will be escorted to a comfortable prison cell. The neutral option is to tell Garza that he is himself, in which case Garza will admit that his military work is over, but Mews will do so that he may be able to join the Corosmante police. The dark side option is to cover up the truth by
suggesting that the squad were eclipse Revanites, in which case Garza will transfer him to SIS and will be running into operations within a year. During the Flashpoint Natma conspiracy, if Outlander is a trooper who chooses to unite with the Sith Empire during the war in Iokath, Garza seeks revenge on them and joins the Zildrog order led by Wayne Atrius, only to be sacrificed as
fuel to wake up Zildrog by GEMINI 16 in Nathema. If an army remains loyal to the Republic, they will instead face generals of the Asith Empire, while other classes of their class stories face hostility. [5] Appearances[edit | edit source] Sources[edit | edit source] Notes and references[edit | edit source] External links[edit | edit source] Elin Garza on Star Wars: The Old Republic Wiki
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